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Over 1000 People Attend Symposium·
On. Papal Encyclical "Mater et Magistra''
them to the life of a Christian
today. As chairman, he then inLast Sunday, February 18, a troduced the first speaker of the
capacity crowd of over one thou- evening, Father Charles M. Garsand people filled the Armory to vey of Villa Madonna College.
attend the first of four symposia
Father Garvey spoke on the auon Pope John's recent encyclical
Mater e& Masls&ra. Although a thori.ty of the encyclical and its
large . turnout was expected, the relation to the · authority of the
· enthusiastic response of the peo- Church itself; According to Protple. of the Cincinnati area neces- estant thinking, he explained, the
sitated a fifteen minute delay of Bible is above the church and
the program, much t.o the pleas- anyone may interpret the Bible
ure Qf the F a c u 1 t y Committee arriving at the t r u th s Christ
which is sponsoring the current taught. Catholics do not hold this
theory, however, and place the
series.
-authority of the Church over the
Mr. Lawrence· I. DonnEllly, Bible for the Church is Christ
Chairman of the Faculty Commit- Hims~lf. From this authority of
tee, opened the program by thank- the Church over "the Book" stems
~n~ th~ community . for th~ir co- the infal~ibility of papal authority
P ration and help m makmg !he in faith and morals. He then went
program such an overwhelming on to say that while the encyclical
success. Mr. Donnelly then proceeded to introduce ·the chairman is infallible as a whole its indiof the first series, Dr. Siegmund vidual parts are infallible only as
Betz of Our Lady ol Cincinnati they correspond to the intent of
Ci>llege.
the Pope. This social encyclical
·s
•.•
•
comes from one summoned to lead
Dr. Betz noted that thl
By Charles Dorenkolt

ciple, its application, and the responsibility it poses to both individuals and collective organizations. Its theoretical foundations
are new and the result of an increased knowledge of the potentials, expectations, and rights of
all men.
Father Vincent Horrigan, S. 3.,
Chairman of Xavier's Theology
Department, talked next on the
term "socialization" as found in
the papal letter. According to Father Horrigan the term "socialization" does not exist in the original
Latin text, but was introduced in
the English translation of the document. The term as used by the
Holy Father implies the tendency
of men through the "fruits of natP.M.S., Lt. Col. Vincent Fislo, plna a third diamond on the epaulet
ural experience to unite for the or &he new Berlmental Commander, Cade& Col. Ed. Cumminrs. Several
common good." The Pope rec- memben or &he relhnental staff look on: (left &o rlrh&) Jim O'Donnell,
ognized this tendency toward un- Maurkle Bax, and Tom Clark.
ity, but also laid down in the
encyclical positive conditions for
this development.

Military Dept. Announces
New Regimental Staff

Following the three speeches
tremulous and disappointing age the faithful and as such the faith- was a brief question and answer
resulting from· the secular pout- ful are oblige.d to study and ap- period opened to audience particl- ·· Xavier's Military Department\ F. Bax, S-1; Thomas H. Clark, S-Z;
.foal and scientific influences of ply its general principles in their pation. The .symposium c 10 s e d has announced appointment of its Phillip A; Noznesky, S-3; and
regimental staff for the 1961-82 James J. O'Donnell, S-4. Battalion
wa·th a rema·nder to the audience· sch oo1 year; Edward
·
.....•ntury. T hes e own lives.
l. Cummlnp Commanders for. the Spring ·set he na·neteenth ...
.. - -aecular aspects 0 he went on to say,
~ather George Curran, .S.J., ot ·that.:t~-·~as.·one ·ot four to. be of Cleveland, Ohio,· has ·bee.n .m~at~. :wm· Jncl·µ_de Earl· H,
are not. incompatible with Chris- Xavier's Philosophy Department held, and that the next on March named to the post of Regimental Behrens, 1st Battalion; James w.
tian thiDking, and that the Pope's next addressed .the gathering on 4 would deal with the "Undevel- Commander, and Larry Cox of Kuethe, 2nd Battalion; David A.
.Cincinnati to that of Regimental Dolan, 3rd Battalion; William M.
encyclical. is an endeavor to sift the principle .of subsidiarity. Fa- oped Nations and the .Papal En- Executive Officer. The Regimental Kirvin, till Battalion; and Ray L.
these secular ideas and relate ther Curran ·explained .the prin- cyclical."
Staff will be composed of Maurice Kaylor, Jr., 5th Battalion.

Student Committee Announces Plans
For Annual Mardi Gras Weekend
Arrangements are now in the
making for the Annual Xavier
University Mardi Gras Weekend.
All of those who have attended
previous Mardi Gras celebrations
can count on receiving more of the
same good times. The Masquerade

in the Xavier University Armory.
The time is 9:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.
and the entertainment will be
provided by the Queen City Jazz
Band. This group is well-known
throughout the area for their free

Don't deny yourself a swingin•
pre-Lenten treat. Get your ticket
early and have yourself some good
times at the Annual Xavier Mardi
Gras Weekend celebrations.

wheeling Dixieland jazz style.
Ticket prices are $3.00 per night
if purchased individually, if pur·
chased as a combination the price
will be $5.00 Ticket prices are
down from previol!s years, so pur·
chase a combination and enjoy
yourself both. nights. Tickets will
be available at South Hall and in
the dorms and housing residents
on Monday, Feb. 26. Tickets may
also be purchased at the door both
nights.

Clef Club Opens
Season February 26

Ball will be held in the Xavier
University Armory on Friday,
March 2. The time is 9:00 p.m. to
1:00 a.m. and eostumes are obitgator:r. Prizes will be awarded for
costumes judged the best in the
following categories: historical,
most original and the funniest.
Music will be provided by Frankie
Brown and his Orchestra. Frankie
Doa Ylnrllns preaen.. die &radl&lonal boa11aet of red roen to &he Brown has recently taken this or116:! Junior Prom Queen, Miu Cbarlene l'lseher. Second AUeadaat chestra over from popular Clyde
1.)-aa &awe and lier. aeor& Nlell K•&l'a an ID &he llackrroaacl..
Trask. He is reputed to be one of
The General Chairmen for this
Photo b11 John Bruning
the best trumpet players in this event are Jim Sweeney and Jack
part of the country.
Hogan. Publicity · Chairmen are
The Over-the-Rhine Party will Gerry Rohrer and Steve Cron, and
be ·held the following night, Sat- Ticket Chairman is Dave Yeagers.
urday, March 3. Like the Mas- Tom Pustell is in charge of the
The Juniors selected Miss Char- querade Ball, it too will be held Beard Growing Contest.
New attendance records were
1
ttet at the 1962 edition of the lene Fischer as the 1962 Junior
.Junio1· Prom with over two hun- Prom Queen. The 18 year old,
dred couples present. This is over blue-eyed blond is a 1961 gradtwice as many as attended last uate .of Mother of Mercy High
year. Gary F. Tyler, president of School in Cincinanti. She is emthe Junior Class, attributes the ployed, as a teller at the Southern
11Uccess of the Prom to the ener- Ohio National Bank and is taking
Sophocles' tragedy Oedipus Bex ments intermingled. The tragic
getic and long hours of work put accounting in Xavier's Evening
in by the various committee pre- College. Miss Fischer stated: "I will be presented by the Edge- boots and classical masks are used,
but there is no scenery. There is
vious· to the actual Pl'Om.
am very happy to be Xavie1..s cliff Academy of Fine Arts at the
a chorus of eleven members, and
Edgecliff
Theater
from
February
Tom Rohs, general chairman of Junior Prom Queen and want to
three actors play the eight char16
through
27.
Mr.
David
Barrie,
the Prnm, was assisted by Tim thank all those who voted for me.".
acters of the play.
who
is
the
show's
producer
and
Canfield, publicity; Joe Meissner,
The first attendant was Miss director, has attempted to present
Performances begin each evedecorations; Tony Rego, tickets;
ning at 8:30. Student tickets are
Lynn
Ruwe.
Miss
Mary
Feldman
the
classical
a
p
p
r
o
a
c
h
to
the
and Don Yin&Iin1, queen candidrama with aome modern ele- available at the door for $1.00.
was voted the aecood attendant.
date..

Junior Prom Attendance
Sets New Record

Edgecliff Art Academy
To Present "Oedipus Rex"

"'Concert Season 1962" for the
Xavier University Clef Club will
open Feb. 26 with a concert at
Good Samaritan Nursing Home.
The club, under the direction of
Franklin Bens, has been pt"eJ;)',l'ing
for this year's season since the
beginning of the school term in
September.
The fifty-man club will feature
in its program selections from
"The Sound of Music," "Wildcat,••
and "Fanny," as well a·s numeroue
spiritua·ls and folksongs.

Grad School Has
Record Enrollment
Dr. Raymond F. McCoy, Dean of
the Xavier University Graduate
School, reported a new record en•
rollm1,mt for the spring semester
in the Graduate School.
He noted that the 1,194 registr&•
tion was 60 more than last year
when the previous recol'd was set.
Largest program in the Graduate
School is that of the Master of
Business Administration d e g r c e
with 591 students enrolled. Other
students are registered in Master
of Education, Master of Arts, or
Master of Science degree pro1rama.

...

,-
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-..THERE there i• much de1ire to learn.
WW there of necessilu '!'~II be much a_rg_uinq,
much writing, many oplnlOf!•: for OPIJ!IOR In
good men i• but knowledge m the making.

Edito11·ials

John Milton

Education
By Osmosis?
Jn a Jetter to the editor in last week's
Xavier NEWS senior Edward L. Spitznagel
:proposed that' class attendance regulations
be removed for a trial period. We recommend that teachers and administrators, as
well as students, consider seriously Mr.
Spitznagel's arguments ~m what is p~ob
ably one of the more irritating re~u!atic;ms
at the University-perhaps more irritatmg
to the teacher than to the student.
At the same time we would like to present an argument of our own which we
think is fundamental. It seems that there is
only one justification for requiring that
students must be present at a certain number of classes: Since the University. has a
parentaUy delegated responsibility of educating Catholic American youth, it must see
to it that students be in the vicinity of education long enough for some of the education to rub off on them. We can call this
the Theory of the Adhesive N a t u r e of
){nowledge (TANK).

Adhesive Nature of Knowledge is, of course,
the system of examinations and grades
leading to a diploma.
Behind RETANK (BERETANK) we. detect an attitude which is somewhat ·difficult
to formulate but nevertheless needs to be
understood if its consequences are to be
ful1y grasped. In our modern times, .so BERETANK runs there are three mam reasons why as -inany as possible should be
exposed to education for sixteen years instead of twelve:
1) Theological and philosophical-due to
the growth of skepticism and atheism, on
the one hand, and religious questioning, on
the other, it seems advisable that Catholics
be coated with four extra years of education to protect them from alien influe~ces
and to enable them tO peel off appropriate
answers when the necessity arises;
2) Politieo-sociologidal-in a democracy,
where equality is sacred, it seems that when
so many youth receive the benefits of. sixteen years of education that embarrassment
is felt by the parents of the less fortunate,
then it is advisable that an youth be blessed
to the same degree;
3) Economic - since business ha~ decided that to give the same jobs to both
those whose education is only twelve years
thick and those whose education is sixteen
years thick would be unfair (on democr:1-tic
principles), it seems advisable tha~ :in JObs
go to people with sixteen-year cert1f1cates.

While TANK seems theoretically to satJsfy the primary obligations of the university's parentaJly delegated responsibility, in
actual practice a revised TANK (call it
RETANK) is often necessary, for education does not always rub off simply because
a. student is physically located in a classroom. Sleeping, writing letters, or looking
To. refute the above propQsitions, it is
out windows appears to coat students with· only necessary to prove that knowledge is
an invisible film protecting them from the not adhesive (though facts may be) and
influence of education.
that the most important phase of education
is not the college period but -the years after
RETANK, then, proposes methods of mo- college. Education is a kind of growing
tivation of a subtler nature than mere class process that does not end but only begins
attendance enforcement. Teachers, under (If it does that) in the college years. It
RETANI{, are obliged to attract student at- seems to us . tliat if the university realized
tention by various foi:ms of entertainment, its relatively humble position Jn the educaby asking annoying questions of would-be tional process, TANK with is corollaries
sleep_ers, by threa~s, by daily quizzes. The (such as attendance requirements) would
·flying buttress of the Revised Theory of the be forced to yield its thl'One to a wiser ruler.

Frank Polk

Berlin Spectacular
The "Berlin ·Crisis" spectacular, ding stm·let, Mrs. Khrushchev, in

a Nikita Khrushchev production the picture as soon as she is fin-

It Gilligan's · argument proves
convincing, then we have opened
a political Pandora's Box. For example, would not heavy criticism
of the president have an affect
on his chances for a successful
Good-Will mission? If the president thought so, he might say, "No
freedom of speech this month."
A violation of the constitution,
you might cry? Far-fetched, you
say? But so is Gilligan's argument.

with a cast of millions driving, ished filming her "Disarmament
swimming, and leaping across the and Me" series, which is being
screen (but all in the same di- ,produced pl'imarily for American
rection), has absolutely no chance women.
Let us look at the Constitution,
t o win an Oscar. All critics agree
•
•
•
Article I, Section 8: "The Conthat its tiring repetition would
Guess - who - said - this depart- gress shall have the power ... to
.lull any audience ·to sleep. But ment: "The United Nations .is a
regulate conimer.ce with foreign
Nikita Khrushchev says, "We will wonderful idea, but the world is nations.''
win an Oscar when we add some not ready for it." Give up? It was
aialectical comedy to our story."
Barry Goldwater.
The constitution strikes at the
This is his most recent chapter.
Another guess-who: "Labor- un- heart of Gilligan's argument. Th~
Let us read from 'the Workers' ions should not be made subject term "foreign affair" is not the
Digest con d ens e d version: "If to antitrust laws because individ- tinderbox from w h i ch cryptic
West Berliners continue to play ual worke1·s cannot withstand the ·presidential powers spark into life.
:Beethoven, we can take this on l y lengthy litigation necessary in
.Gilligan uses the term equivoas a provocation to war. Beetho- carrying out these laws." Again, cally. _The term is correctly apYen is a German genius in the Barry Goldwater.
Plicable ·to the pres1"dential powe1·s
mold of Engels and Marx. The
What these remarks really mean of making treaties and of conmusic of Beethoven belongs t o is this: "Folks, I'm not nuts after ducting wars.
progress, t o S oc1a
me your hand, your
. 1·ism, t o us, an d all. Give
.
Never 'should the pres1'dent1'al
to us alone. It is not true that heart, and your vote. I'm ·running powers be extended so broad that
Beethoven is Beethoven wherever 1 in '64."
they overwhelm the black-letter
the musie comes from. Those who
•
•
•
'powers of Congress. If we allow
aupport this capitalist lie are traiWithin this past· week, Senator this, then our constitution will be-tors to our cause,
Goldwater. made the charge that come a sandpile in a windstorm. ·
"Beethoven's music - if broad- Democrats have neither constitucast by NATO stations-is a very I tional nor fiscal resP<>nsibility.
.
different thing t.han if .it is bro. ad--1 The charge_ of -constitutional irre..., COtlllCI•l
cast by Socialist ra d 10 s t a hons. sponsibiU ty . ha<} not been echoed,
.
To listen to Beethoven o'•er Rias in such a long time that it se.emed
Clttb
is to approve a rape which freezes rash. But no sooner had the charge
·
th bJ d · the ve·1'.ns 'I'he con
• can- ·A -1 1·,,e hundred do11an· }oan \:vac,
e oo JD
•
- been made than Democratic
scientious East German youth didate G i 11 i g an \'Olunteerecl to granted to the· Rad1'0• Club last..
views this as an aesthetic torture. con Ci rm it by way. of example.
Monday by the Student Council:
"Beethoven's Symphony in A
For Gilligan argued that the The Council voted unanimously
M aJor
·
th e 1oan so th a t th"is or'
' d e cl'1cat e d to th e e nclt'ng president .should be given the ar- to .give
is
. Ge i·m any • Bu'" bitrai·y power to raise and .lowel' ganiza
. t'ion cou Id' pure h ase b a di y
o l F renc h ru l e rn
th e rea I secrc t o l thl·s· s y1nphony tariffs because the president is in nee d e d equ1pmen
·
t.
j ti
h
that a Unl'f1'ed Ge1·man
.
s 1e ope
'
· '
charge of foreign affairs and tar-.
After two weeks o f d eh'berataon
d cmocra t 1c
.
1·epu bl"1c w 1"Jl r esult ifts affect foreign . affairs. '!'hose and a rep01't given b y the treas1rom war.
.
who consider t h is specious
argu- urer's c om rn 1. t t e c, C ounc1'l men
· symr1h ony, ment (that whatever affec t s for- agreed t h at t.h c R a d'10 Cl u b urg"It is clear that this
t
·
· d th ]
like. all his symphonies, betrays eign affairs ·may be regulated b Y ently require
e oan
1mc11pitalism. • .•• "
the president) as legitimate have prove on its se1·vice to the student
An excelJent try, Nikita. Per- alJowed the '!'wist to go to their body. 'l'he loan will be repaid to
haps you may cast Russia's bud- heads.
the Council Treasury next year.

Radio

Loans
Money

°

Conservative Corner
Guest Columnist: DavW C.O., 'IS
Ed. Note: Campus coiiservatit>es are invited to submit articles
for this feature.
I

lt strikes me as a. definite pos- low man. The point where we
sibiiity that many Liberals on this object is the point where the govcampus• really know very little of ernment steps in. Let me put it

the Conservatives' position regarding w el f a r e programs, In
speaking of the Liberal position
they probably say: "We Liberals·
are generous; we . have concern
for our fellow men. We aren't
willing to just stand by· and let
people less· fortunate than ourselves go without adequate food,
clothing, or shelter, without a
proper education, ·without necessary medical care. We are willing
to take necessary action to aid the
unfortunate." And about Conser· vat1'ves th"Y probably think·
.,.
·
·
"They must have· no concern .for
their fellow men at all! See how
selfish. and uncharitable they are!
Why, they oppose any action
whatever to aid the unemployed,
the unfortunate, the destitute."

will

· Now I
1rant that probably
some Conservatives - as well as
some ·Liberals - are selfish and
uncharitable. But most. modern,
moderate Conservatives - of
whom Senator Goldwater seems
to· be an excellent example--recognize man's duty to help his fel-

this way:

·

I recognize the fact that, although ~here. are many "cheaters"
receiving one ·form of aid or another, there will always be some
people who, through no fault of
their own, simply cannot take care
ot -themselves-a widow with six
children, or a family whose father
is injured and cannot work-there
is no end to the number of possible. causes. I recognize that I
must help such people. And ~. I
do. I will not knowingly permit
any immediate nei1hbor of 'mine
to suffer through Jack of neces~
sary food or medical care or whatever,. inSolar as I am ·able· I sba11
give him assistanee. And if his
need is greater than my. ability to
help, I shall 10 and ask some other
neighbor for assistance, with the
exP,ecta_tion that he be quite willing to 1rant it. lf I fhould be
called on myself by someone else
to help, I shall give aid according
to my ability. Or if I know of no
.immediate demaftds for my assist•
(C*a..._. u

Pate I)
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Letters to the Editor
Sodality Director·
Praises Symposium
Dear Sir:
My sincere congratulations to
the Xavier University Faculty
Committee who sponsored the
Mater et Ma&'lstra ·symposium
Sunday ·evening at the Xavier
Yniversity Armory.
-The talks were exceptionally
well done, the crowd was tremendous, ·and the whole thing organized to the hilt.
This is an event of which Xavier
University and every faculty
membe1· can well be proud.
I strongly suggest attendance at
-the remaining three sessions.
Fr. Frank Holland, S.J.,
Director of the Xavier
University Sodality.

• • •
NSA Issue Tests
Council's ·Status

had their dance last Saturday was
because of the error of the former Social Chairman. In May the
Prom Committee instructed the
Social Chairman to change the
date of the Prom from the 27th
of January to February 17th. Evidently he forgot to do this. When
Fr. Holland started to plan for
the Sodality dance, he consulted
the social calendar. He found that
the weekend of February 16th and
17th was open. Consequently, he
requested that the Social Chairman reserve this weekend for the
Sodality: ~fter we were informed
of this ·matter, we arranged a
meeting with the Sodality officers
to straighten out the situation.
Since there was a basketball game
on the 17th, which we felt would
be harmful to attendance at the
Prom, we asked Sodality to switch
dates with us. As a result, the
Prom was to be held on Feb. 16
and Sodality would, sponsor a
dance the following night.

Dear· Sir:
At the last Student Council
·meeting a p r om in e n t faculty
· membe1· interjected his personal
opinions against the National Student ·Association via a letter.
. Other faculty members do not
suppot't 'this professor's intervention. It is hoped, therefore, Student Council will not be swayed
by one professor's personal opinions.
Contrary to previous informa. tion, · the Council was also informed that the · Xavier administration would review the decision if Council decided .to enter
NSA.
The membership of fellow Catholic and Jesuit colleges indicates
: that the NSA is a wo1·thwhile
' and competent organization. Fa"'.
. the1· Theodore Hesburgh, C.S.C.,
: P1·esident of Notre Dame, is a
member of the NSA advisory
board.
Xavier .students have an opportunity to assess closely the scope
and independent judgment of: our
Council in what appears to be a
student matter~·
Name withheld.
-

In September, however, the Social Chairman informed us-that
Sodality had given up plans for
having a dance on Feb. 17th. This
information was erroneous.. The
Prom Committee went ahead and
made plans· for their own dance
after the game, and it was not until three weeks before the Prom
that it was .found that Sodality
had never 1iven .up plans for the
dance as we had been led to believe. Another talk was arranged
with Sodality officers where it
was agreed that Sodality had first

claim to the dance and should
therefore receive the profits.
It is regretful that this situation
developed, but as was said, neither
the Sodality nor the Prom Committee was at fault. It is hoped
that this information will clear up
any misunderstanding the student
body may have conceming this
matter.

Pase ftree

What About
TheNFCCS?

portance, can be played by Xa•
vier's participation in this na•
tional Catholic students' move•
ment. Other major universities
such as Noti·e Dame and Catholic
University arc.playing such a dual
role.
The Xavier Council has cer•
tainly given a fair and thorough
hearing to NSA. I would strongly
urge that NFCCS r e c e i v e an
equally thorough investigation.

Dear Sir:
I read wth great· interest the
report of the Xavier Student
Council with regard to the decision to affiliate with the National Student Association. It was
rather disheartening to note that
Gary F. Tyler, '63,
nowhere in the reports (as printed
President of Junior Class.
by the NEWS) was there any
Joyce Hugenberg, President,
mention of the Council having inOhio-Kentucky Region,
vestigated possibilities of affilia· NFCCS
tion with the National Federation of Catholic College Students
•
(NFCCS).
NFCCS personnel, including the
Dear Sir:
national president, have been in
I agree mostly with Mr. Spitz-, contact with Gary Tyler, with renagel's letter to the editor con- gard to this question. Offe1·s have
Dear Sir:
cerning the six-cut rule. I believe been made by national and reIt can be seen from last Sun•
this six-cut rule should not re- gional personnel to visit the Xastrict all students. Since this vier campus and confer with day's symposium that the faculty
should not be an egalitarian so- Council members; these have not of Xavier University are truly
ciety and since most of the stu- been accepted. These factors lead aware of and interested in con•
dents here do not have any in- me to wonder if the Council has veying to the public a positive
tellectual curiosity, perhaps this given any consideration to NFCCS. means with which to combat the
rule should be rescinded for those
While there is certainly a very social and economic problems of
juniors and seniors over a 3.3 valid and worthwhile role for Xa- the age. There was an evident
quality point, assuming that those vier to play in NSA, I believe that omission of the "anti" attitude
(Continued on Page 6)
meeting the qualification would another role of even greater imhave enough curiosity to attend ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;-;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;-;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,;;;;_;;;;;;_ _ _ _ _ _;;;;;;;;;;;;;:,,
worthwhile classes. Surely some
must. Let's find them and treat
them accordingly.
Let's face it. There are some
worthless teachers here who are
3632 MONTGOMERY ROAD
usually the ones strictly enforcFood
ing cuts. They must, otherwise
their classes would be empty. But
BREAKFAST SERVED ANY TIME· ·
since we are all "equal," which is
EaJoy a Late Breakfast with 1111 on SaturdaJ' ancl Sunday mornlns
so much malarky, there can be no
(One Block South of Dana Avenue)
.exceptions to this sacrosanct sixJEfferaon 1·9388
cut rule.
OPEN EVERY DAY FROM 11 A.M. to 9:00 P.M.

• • •
More On
Cut Rule

•
•
Positive Approach
In Sy1nposiun1

100/o Disco1nl 01 Al laals With This Ad

CHICO'S

Italian and Anaeriean

...

Tyle1• ·Clarifies
-Sodality Dance .
Dear Sir:
In the Febntary 18th issue of
the NEWS, a student .complained
(in his letter to the editor) about
the Sodality using the .- name of
the Junior Class in publicizing its
Saturday night dance. I would like
to clarify our position .on this matter and rebuke the charges· made.
-Evidently· this student was misled.
· First of all, this student stated
that "The Junior Weekend Dance"
was not connected with the Junior
Class or the Prom Committee.
The fact is that this dance wu .
connected with. the Prom Committee's publicity and ticket sales·
drive. Tony Rego, chairman of
ticket sales, issued not only Prom
tickets but also Junior Weekend
Dance tickets. 1'im Canfield, publicity chairman, directed all advertising for the dance along with
the Prom publicity. Both Tom
Rohs, g~neral chairman, and I endorsed this action and the entire
P. r o m Committee approved. In
0U1er words the Sodality did not
use the Junior Prom as a "front."
'l'he reason why the Sodality

THE. ·SH I RT

lt8 vvhat& g front that counts

LAUNDRY

IFILTER-BLEND) is yours in Winston and only Winston.

361& Moakome17 &oad

EVANSTON
One Block South of Dana
Few Blocks North of the Dorm

BACHELOR SERVICE
FLUFF DiY BUNDLES
·.e 4-HOUR SERVICE •

Up front you get rich golden tobaccos specially selected
and specially processed for filter smoking. Smoke Winston.
B.1. fterno1d• 'l'obacrn Co., Wla1tnn·l!I~. tf, 0.

WINSTON TASTES GOOD like a cigarettesboy/d/}

........

;
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McCafferty Hopes To Score First Coaching
Victory Over Cincinnati Thursday Night
Underdog Xavier will attempt over the head coaching position time, UC held Xavier without a

to celebrate April Fool's Day one here. Five times McCafferty-di- point for the first 81h minutes of
month early when they meet the
Cincinnati B e a r c a t s Thursday
Jlight (March 1).
The clash at Cincinnati Gardens
.~ill be the twenty-ninth cage eneounter between the two colleges.
'.rhe Bearcats currently hold an
J8-10 edge in the crosstown ri,,alry.
Ed Juckcr's Cats are the defending NCAA champs and will
'Undoubtedly be heavy favorites in
the upcoming contest.
The Musketeers hope to fool the
experts and post their first win
civer UC since the 1956-57 season.
Cincinnati has won the last six
engagements.
Xavier mentor Jim McCafferty
ltas yet to defeat UC since taking

rected teams have stepped onto
the court to tangle with UC and
in all five contests the Muskies
have been outscored.
In 1957-58 Oscar Robertson led
UC to two victories over Xavier,
79-68 (finals of the Cincinnati Invitational Tournament) and 80-68.
A national television audience
saw UC tumble Xavier, 92-86, on
January 24, 1959. The "Big 0"
numbered 38 markers for Cincinnati.
Ralph Davis' 27 points paced
UC to an 86-68 conquest of Xavier
before. 11,079 fans in 1960. Robertson made 25 points. Jack Thobe
had 19 for X.
··
Last season the Bearcats blasted
XU, 89-53. Ahead 37-28 at half-

Xavier 88 - Cincinnati · 62
XAVIER (88)
FG FT Pt&.
Freeman ••...••.. 6
9 21
Boothe • • . • • . . . . . • 9
2 20
Stein ..•...••••.•. 7
f 18
Viviano ..••.•. ; • • 6
O 12
Tartaron .. .. .. .. . 2
1
5
Puthoff . . . . • . • . . . 1
1
3
1
3
Olbe1·ding . . • . . .. . 1
Courchaine . . • • • . • 1
0
Z
Stahl ............. 1
0
Z
Tomlin .....••••.. O 1
1
Dentlnger . . • . • • . . O 1
1

CINCINNATI (82)
FG FT Pts.
Dierking • • .. • • .. • 6
7 19
Nimmo ••••••••••• S
3
9
Apke .............. 3
Z I
Stevens •. , • • • • . • • 1
5
7
Vice ...•..••••••• 3
1
7
Mendenhall . • • • .. • Z
1
5
Whitaker . • • . • • . . • 0
3
3
Tenwick ..• , • • • . • 0
Z
2
Hood •.•• , •••••••• 1
O
Z
Nall •..•••••••••. I
0
0
•
•
Cetrone ••••••••.• 0

TOTALS .......... 34 20 88
TOTALS ••••••••. 19
Halftime: Xavier 37 - Cincinnati 31
Attend:mce: 10,865

H

82

---------------------------·•

Remember 1961?
CINCINNATI (89)
FG FT
Wiesenhahn . . . . . . 8
6
HO.!:'llC •••••••• : • • • 9
2
Yates .....•..•... 4
4
Bouhlin . . . . . . . . . . 4 · . 3
Thacker .......... 3
4
Heidotting . . . . . . . . 3 O
Calhoun . . . . . . • . . . 2
0
Sizer ............. O 2
Altenau . . . . . . . . . . 1
0

Pts.
22
20
12
11
10

6

f
2
Z

XAJ'IER (53)
FG FT Pt&.
Kirvin • • . . • • • . • . . 7
4 18
Thobe ...•.•••.••• 7
Z 16
Enright ... ·. . . . • . . Z
2
6
McDermott . • • • . • • 1
Z
f
Nicolai . . . . . • • . • . • O f' f
Tepe ............. o 3
3
Sehmellns ........ I
Z
Z
McMahon .•..•.•. I
I
0
Hollenstein • • • • • • • 0
0
8

TOTALS ......... 34 21 89
TOTALS ......... 17
Jfalftime: Cincinnati 31 - Xavier 28
Attendance: 8,499

19

53

{,ittle Muskies On Top
XAVIER (89)
FG FT Pts.
Mueller ........ , . 9
7 25
Kegler .....••.... 5
7 17
2 16
Freppon ......•... .,
Geiger .....•.•... 8
0 16
2 10
Herbig .......... . ..
3
3
Wood .....•.••... 0
Dunne ..•••..•..• 0
2
z
0
0
Irwin .... , ...... . 0

CINCINNATI FROSH (8Z)
FG FT Pis.
Wilson ........... 17
f 38
Bonham .••••• , • • . 6 10 22
Elsaesser . . . • • • • . • t
f 12
Tenwick . • • • • • • • • 2
1
5
Abernethy ... ,. • .. • 2
O f
Harshaw , . • • • • • . . O 1
1
Connell . • • • • • • • • • o O I
Schneider ........ I
I
I

TOTALS ... ~ ..... 33 23 89
TOTALS . , ••••... II ...It
Halftime: Xavier f3 - Cincinnati 33

8Z

XU Wins Over Pilots, ·Cards
Increase Tourney Chances
By Dan Weber

From our vantage point high
above the lights at the' Cincinnati
Gardens in the , middle of the
Xavier student section, it looked
as if the Musketeers were going
to run the Louisville Cardinals
right off the floor ai; they jumped
()Ut to a 16-7 lead. But Louisville
came right back to outscore the
Muskies 14-1 in the next 6 minutes to lead 21-17. It was nip and
tuck for the rest of the half with
the score tied at 23 and 25 all
before the Redbirds spurted to a
41-35 intermission bulge.
After the half, X got hot and
tied the score at 43 all,. but here
Bob Pelkington picked up his
fourth personal foul. Then 6-10
senior Pete Schmeling stepped in
and did an excellent job, putting
the clamps ori Bud Olsen and
scoring 5 points himself in the
next 12 minutes as X took a 57-50
lead. But again a Louisville rally
tied the score at 59 all and U of
L was behind by only two, 65-63,

with six minutes left. At this
point the Muskies broke the game
wide open, outscoring the visitors
14-4 for a final 12 point margin,
79-67. The win partially avenged
X's humiliating 25 point defeat at
the hands of the Cards last month.
For Xavier's it was an allaround good effort as all 5 starters
managed to score ·in double figures led by rapidly-improving
Joe Geiger with 19, Frank Pinchback, who again looked very good
at his guard position with 16,
Pelkington and Kirvin with 12
each and Thobe with 11.
Louisville was led by Jadie
Frazier who scored 21 points and
soph Ron Hawley with 17. Particularly pleasing was the fact
tha·t Bud Olsen, who in the
previous game r a c k e d up 31
points, was limited to a mere 13,
his lowest of the year.
Saturday night the M u s k i e s
hosted the Pilots from the University of Portland. The Muskies,
_(C•D&IDH• . . . . . . I)

the final half, and without a field
goal until the 9:52 mark of the
last stanza. .Before Billy Kirvin
hit a long jump shot for· X's first
basket of the half, UC had outscored XU, 25-2, to take an insurmountable, 62-30 lead.
Jucker's cage kings clicked on
49 per cent of their two-point tries
(34 of 70), while X dropped in
only 17 of 59 shots for a dismal
29 per cent.
Wiesenhahn counted 22 points
and Hogue 20 for the winners.
Kirvin scored 18 for XU.
The Bearcats (21-2) play key
Missouri Valley Conference tussles with Bradley (last Monday)
and Wichita (tomorrow night)
prior to facing Xavier. Since entering the MVC, UC has won four
consecutive league titles.
This season C i n c i n n a t i has
copped the Holiday Festival in
Madison Square Garden. The Cats
whipped St. John's (N. Y.), LaSalle and Wisconsin to take the
championship.
Wichita and Bradley have dealt
UC their lone losses. The Shockers
beat UC in the last three seconds.
Bradley upended the defending
MVC champs in overtime.
The Bearcats starting five consists of sophomores Ron Bonham
and George Wilson at forwards,
senior Paul Hogue at center and
juniors Tom Thacker and Tony
Yates in the backcourt spots.

,.,op Ten ltM-47-uc
11 - Xawitr 51 ..•... 12-2•
rr,
1947-41-UC 52 • Xavier 45 ...••• (3-2)
NE n's
1941-49-UC 64 - Xnier 71 ...••• (3-31
.I,,

1

I-Ollie State

UC
1949-50-UC
UC
1950-51-UC
UC
1951-52-UC
UC
11952-53-UC
UC
1953-54-UC
I-UCLA
;
UC
10-Colonclo
11954-55-UC
UC
UC _XU SERIES
1955-5<-UC
.
UC
Crosstow~ basketball series started 1n , 1956-57-UC
1927-28. Cincinnati. now ~Ids an 18-10 I
UC
lead over ~avier. Figures "' ~rentheses I J957-58-UC
indicate senes st1ndin1.
UC
1927-28-UC 25 - Xavier 29 ...... (0-11 1958-59-UC
1942-43-UC 31 - Xavier 51 ..•••. 10-2) 1959-~UC
1945-~UC 53 - Xavier 39 ...... U-21 1960-61-UC

(Continued on Pare 5)

XU 88- UC 62
January, 1957 ·
"Xavier's .unbelievable Musketeers, stoked white· hot by Forward Corny Freeman and Guard
Jimmy Boothe, sank a sizzling 50
per cent of field shots and upset
Cincinnati, 88-62, last nigh't as
10,865 fans blinked incredulously. "The defeat snapped a fivegame Cincinnati winning streak
and could have been averted had
the Bearcat~ hidden the baskets.
So unerring were the Muskies that
in one stretch of the second half
they canned 10 successive field
goal shots.
"For the night, the Muskies
registered 34 of 68 attempts, falling off the blistering pace in the
last six minutes when Coach Ned
Wulk emptied his bench.
"Freeman, leaping six-foot-five
sophomore, led all scorers with
21 points, while Boothe, catquick
guard of five · feet seven inches,
whipped in 20."
The preceding paragraphs appeared in the Cincinnati ENQUIRER'S report of the UC-XU
game played on Wednesday night,
January 9, 1957. This contest at
the Gardens was Xavier's last victory over Cincinnati.
The Muskies pulled away irom
a 37_ 31 halftime lead to win by a
comfortable 26 point margin.
Xavier outrebounded UC, 68-46,
and an airtight defense forced the
Bearcats to fire frequently from
long range. UC was ineffective
from the field as the Cats hit a
poor 19 of 73. In the second half
they made only eight field goals.
After building their lead to
43-36 early in the final session,
the Muskies outscored UC, 15-4,
in a four minute period and roared
ahead, 58-40.
XU continued to pull away and
with six minutes to play Coach
Wulk sent in his reserves. X led
80-48 at the time.
In the preliminary game a
young Cincinnati freshman by the
name of Oscar Robertson tossed
in 40 markers to spark the UC
frosh to a 117-92 triumph over
the XU yearlings.
Ralph Davis added 23 points for
the Bearkittens who were in front·
11-39 at halftime.

Z-Clnclnnall
'"Kentae.. .,
•
-I-Loyola of Cllleap
5-Bndle.,
6-Ml!llllulppl State
7-Kanl!IU state
I-Dake

57 53 •
59 •
U 11 •
70 68 -71 68 77 11 •
64 70 71 72 62 •
69 •
79 80 92 16 -

Xnier 46 ..•... 14-31
Xnier 54 ..••.. (4-4)
Xnier 48 ....•. I5.4 I
Xnier 70 ...... 16-41
Xnier 66 ...... 17·4)
Xnier 77 ...... 17-S)
Xavier 63 ...... 11-5)
Xnier 81 ...... (1-6)
Xnier 70 ...... (8-71
Xnier 58 ... ; •. (9-71
Xawier 76 .•... n0-71
Xawier 67 .•... 110-81
Xawier 69 ..... Ul-lt
Xav!er 66 ..... n2•• t
Xawier 79 ..... n2-9)
Xnier 88.; .. U2-10)
Xawier 57 .... U3-10)
Xnier 68 .... U4-IOI
Xavier 68 .... US-IOI
Xawier 66 .... '16-10)
Xavier 68 .... 117-10)
19 • Xavier 53 .... 118-10)

(Atdllor of "RaUy Ro1md The Flag, Boys", "1'he
Manr LoNs of Dobie GiUia", ek.)

HOW TO BE A BWOC
Ladies, let me be frank. The days of the coll• year dwindle
down to a precious few. And some of you-let's 'face it-have
not yet become BWOO's. Yes, I know, you've been busy what
with going to class and walking your cheetah, but really, Indies,
becoming a BWOO is so· easy if you'll only follow a few simple
rules.
The first and most basic step on the r()nd to being a BWOC
Is to attract attention. Get yourself noticed. But be very, very
eareful not to do it the wrong way. I mean, any old girl is
bound to be notiCed if she goes around with a placard thnt says,
f'HEYI LOOKIT MEI" Don't yot1 make such a horrid gaffe.
On your placard put: "ZUTI REGARDEZ MOI !" This. as
you cnn see, lends a whole new dimension of tone and dignity.
Once yo11 have been noticed, it is no longer necessary to cany
the placard. It will suffice if, from time to time, you make
distinctive noises. If, for instance, every three or four minutes
you cry, "Whippoorwill!" you cannot but stay fresh in the
minds of onlookers.
We come now to clothes, a vital accessory to the BWOCindeed, to nny girl who wishes to remain out of jail. But to the
BWOC clothes are more than just a decent cover; they are,
It is not too much to say, a way of life.
This spring tbe ·!'little boy look" is all the rage on campus.
Every coed, in a mad effort to look like a little boy, is wearing
short pants, knee sox, and boyshirts. But the BWOO is doing
more. She has gone the whole hog in achieving little boyhood.
She hns frogs in her pockets, scabs on her knees, down on her ·
upper lip, and is followed everywhere by a dog named Spot.
All this, of course, is only by day. When evening falls and her
date comes calling, the BWOC is the very picture of chic femininity. She dresses in severe, simple basic black, relieved only
by a fourteen pound charm bracelet. Her hair is exquisitely
coiffed, with a fresh rubber band around the pony. tail. Her

daytime sneakers have been replaced by fashionable high
heeled pumps, and she does not remove them· until she gets t.o
the movies.
After the movies, at t.he campus cafe, the BWOO undergoes
her severest test. The true BWOC will never, never, never, order
the entire menu. This is gluttony and can only cause one's date
to blanch. The true BWOC will pick six or seven good entrees
and then have nothing more till dessert. This is cla11s and is
the hallmark of the true BWOC.
Finally, the BWOO, upon being asked by the cigarette vendor
which is the brand of her choice, will always reply, "Marlboro,
of course I" For any girl knows that a Marlboro in one's hand
stamps one instantly as a person of taste and discernment, as
the possessor of an educated palate, as n. connoisse11r of the finer,
loftier pleasures. This Marlboro, this badge of aavoir-faire,
comes to you in flip-top boxes thnt flip, or in soft packs that are
soft, with a filter that filters and a flavor that is flavorful; in all
fifty states of the Union and Duluth.
e1uoaMaaBblllw•

• • •
BMOC: Bu11 Marlboro On Campu•. •ut lh•m downtown.
loo. Bilher 1laee, JOU 1•t •lot to lilte.
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KEN'S KORNER
It~

Kea Csllllnirer, NEWS Sports Edlter

Well, it's that time of the year once again. The basketball version of
. Cincinnati's "Army-Navy" rivalry takes place Thursday night at Cineinnati Gardens. On March 2, 1961, 8,994 roundball enthusiasts watched
the hustling UC Bearcats all but run Xavier out of the Gardens. The
Musketeers succumbed to the inspired Bearcats, 89-53. XU fell apart
early in the second half and Coach Jucker's charges showed. no mercy
in sending Xavier down to one of its worst cage defeats in history.
· . But March 1, 1962, is another day, another year and another UC-XU
game. Or will the results be similar to last season? The eleven members of the Muskie cage team will answer that question Thursday at
1:30 p.m. If our attitude toward the UC game is that "we have every1hing to gain and nothing to lose," if we believe "we can drop this
eame and still get a tournament bid," or if we prepare for the contest
thinking that "since UC is the second-rated team in the nation and has
won over twenty games, if we give 'em a good game we can be satisfied because, after all, it's no disgrace to lose to the number two team
in the U.S.A."-if these are Xavier's feelings about the UC encounter,
then don't be surprised when the Bearcats roll to their seventh straight
win over XU. Entering the game with any sort of a "defeatist" attitude will mean a certain UC victory.
Man for man we can match them at every· position. Xavier is a
better shooting team, particularly from the outside. The Bearcats enjoy
• wide edge in defense and a slight advantage in rebounding. ·To defeat
Cincinnati, the Muskies must play FORTY MINUTES of hustling, agtp'essive, offensive and defensive basketball. Hustle; determination,
•«ll'essiveness, defense-these four things have brought UC to the top
of the basketball ladder. (Don't overlook Mr. Jucker either.) We must
whip the Bearcats at their own game.
The Musketeers will have to turn in their best team effort of the
11eason in order to win. If we are sucessful, a post-season tourney bid
•hould definitely be forthcoming. If we are defeated, the only reason
ou1ht to be that we were outplayed in an excellent ball game. There
should not be any excuses such as "we were mentally and physically
unprepared" or "we were not alert enough to win." As I remarked
previously on a man for man basis XU can match UC, come Thursday
we'Jl see how we compare as a team with the Bearcats.

•

• •

Practically unnoticed amid the ups and downs of the varsity basketball team and the record-shattering performance by co-captains
Jack Thobe and Billy Kirvin is the sensational scoring of frosh Steve
Thomas. Thomas needs just 35 points to shatter Joe Geiger's freshman
record of ·414 mark:er:s in one season. Geiger a:veraged 20.7 points per
11ame in twenty outings last season.
Thomas' offensive display has even been more amazing. The 6-ft.
11uard is hitting for 25.3 points per game with 380 points in 15 ball
1ames. His low total was 16 against Jamaco Saints. Thomas has scored
twenty-one or more points in thirteen games. He has exceeded the 30
mark twice and only twice has he been under 20 points a game (18
against Cincinnati Gas & Electric plus the Jamaco game).
The Little Muskies' hot-shooting backliner tallied 31 against More>iead (here), reached 29 on three different occasions and poured in 28
points in. another skirmish. Thomas' shooting percentage is above .500.
:Both Thoinas and Jim Bothen should erase the mark of .512 established in 1960-61 by Joe Geiger.
Last Saturday· Thomas tied another yearling record when he threw
jn 37 points against Bud's Cafe. Tom Freppon had 37 on February 6,
1961. That evening Xavier annihilated Morehead, 116-87. Unfortunately,
Thomas' outburst did not prevent Bud's Cafe from licking XU, 86-82.
The following is a breakdown of the individual statistics for Thomas
and Freppon on the nights that t11ey pumped in 37 points:
Tom Freppon

1st Half ..••••
2nd Half ....•
Game Totals ..

FGA·
16
12
28

FTA
5
3

FGM
10

5
15

8

Steve Thomas
FTA
FGM
FGA
4
8
7
lst Half .....•
5
9
2nd Half ..... 16
13
13
Game Totals .. 23

•

•

· Tall and talented Bud's Cafe
overcame a record-tying 37 point
output by Xavier's Steve Thomas
and handed the Little Muskies
their fifth loss in fifteen games,
86-82, last Saturday at the Fieldhouse.
Larry Chanay, a former star at
Montana State, collected 27 markel's to pace Bud's to their 15th
win of the campaign. '.}'he local
AAU quintet has suffered only
one setback, an 80-74 loss to
Stautberg Insurance.

CContlnued from Page f)
though not especially sharp, had
too much for the Pilots in downing them 72-60. X led at the half
15-21 and the issue was never
nally in doubt as X pushed ·the
Jead up to 18 points at times.
Alain leadins the way for the

Stautberg Insurance an 88-88 tie
with the XU frosh on February
14. The two teams were unable to
play an overtime period because
of time commitments for the varsity contest.
Trailing by nine points, 51-42,
at halftime, Stautberg rallied in
the final stanza and locked the
score at 66-66. The game was a
see-saw struggle from there on.

Guards Fritz Meyer and Ken
Cunningham are the sparkplugs
of the UC attack. The Kittens
dropped four in a row after going
unbeaten in their first six games.
Last season Coach Rubcrg's five
put on a great team exhibition a11
the Xavier frosh upset George
Wilson, Ron Bonham and Co., 8982.
The Little Muskies never trailed
in the contest and were ahead by
as many as sixteen points (27-11)
in the first half. X led at intermission, 43-33.

Jody Whitehead and Thompson
followed Chanay in scoring for
Bud's Cafe with 19 and 13 markers respectively.
Jim Bothen was the only other
Xavier player in double figures.
Bothen potted seven fielders and
seven foul shots for 21 points.
Eel Tepe and Jim Puthoff, two
ex-Xavier players, fired a second
half c o m e b a c k which earned

FTM
7

T.Pts.
15
22
37

Thomas Leads
Little Muskies
Against Cincy

Muskies was ~oph Joe Geiger with
another 19-point performance and
also 15 big rebounds. Following
Geiger were Billy Kirvin with 15
and Jack Thobe with 13, the only
other Muskie in double figures.
For Portland, a very strong 8-8
freshman, Steve Anstett, had 19
points and pulled down 13 rebounds. Also Easterly and Bosone
chipped in with 13 points apiece.

Pare Fl••

Bea ..cats

FACTS, FIGURES AND COMMENTS: During. one of his recent
11ports telecasts on WCPO-TV, Jack Moran pointed out that the average attendance at the weekly UC booster l~mcheon is between 250-300
spectators. On the other hand, he noted that Xavier's weekly luncheon
attracts an average of about twelve (12) people. . . . After the XULouisville ·game Les Wilson, U of L's publicity director, was asked
where Mike Silliman of Louisville St. Xavier would attend college,
Wilson unh~sitatingly replied "Notre Dame." Silliman, a member of
Dell Magazine's first team high school All-American five, is being
tmught by many colleges, one of which is Xavier.... By March 1 UC
will have made ten local television appearances in 1961-62. WCPO
televised Cincinnati road games against Bradley, Wichita, Drake and
St. Louis. WLW-T presented in color UC home game against these
same four clubs. The finals of the Holiday Festival (UC-Wisconsin)
were on WKRC and the Bearcats-Dayton battle was shown by WHIOTV.•• , XU's only TV appearance was made on January 17 at LouisviJ.le. , , . Xavier has won eleven sti·aight games at the fieldhouse and
fourteen in succession in Cincinnati. . . . UC entered last Monday's
11ame with 57 consecutive home court wins and close to 70 in a row
llere in town.

Portland

iI

Two field goals by Thomas
erased an 88-84 deficit and evened
the battle with two and a half
Thomas, XU's star backcourt minutes to go.
John Powless' Be ark i t t e n s
performer, equaled a record set
Both teams missed golden oplast s e a s on by Tom Freppon. portunities to win the ball game. staged a vaiiant comeback in the
Thomas scored 15 points in the Tepe missed a bonus situation free last half and tied the score, 55-55,
first half and added 22 more in throw with forty-seven seconds with twelve minutes left.
Two buckets by Joe Geiger· rethe final twenty-minute session.
showing on the clock.
gained the upper hand for Xavier.
For the game he connected on
After gaining possesion the Lit- X pulled away in the waning min13 of 23 field go a 1 attempts, tle Muskies worked for the one utes and Coach Ruberg emptied
cashed in 11 of 13 free throw good shot that would end the tense his bench with a minute remainchances and had six assists.
struggle.
ing. XU was in command, 84-71,
The high-scoring Thomas took at that point.
Thomas accomplished his scoring feat in thirty-five minutes of the shot with five seconds left but
Mueller, Geiger, Freppon, Kegaction. The Roger Bacon alumnus his try was unsuccessful. Time ler and Irwin were outstandinf
sa·t out the last five minutes of ran· out before Stautberg could for the Xavier frosh. George Wilthe first half with three personal get a shot at the hoop.
son was the whole show for Cincy,
fouls.
Three XU starters scored twen- Wilson drilled in 17 for 27 from
Xavier held a 42-35 lead three ty or more points. Thomas topped the floor and made 4 of 6 foul
minutes before halftime but Bud's all scorers with 29 markers. Fred tries for 38 points.
ran off seven straight points to Foster had another fine night ofknot the score at 42-42 as the first fensively w i t h 22 points. Jim
Bothen swished through 20.
half ended.
th
Tepe and George I m w a 11 e
.
e
.
.
Xu b rok e on t op ear1y m
d h If
d
ed t 0
dropped
m 20 apiece for the Jn(Continued from Page 4)
63
53
secon
a an roar
a - · surancemen. Jim Puthoff chipped
lead with eleven minutes remainTom Sizer, Fred Dierking and
in with 14 points.
ing.
Dale· Heidotting are the top re•
The Cincinnati Bearkittens are
However, Bud's rallied to tie the the next opponents for the Little placements.
count at 71-71 with 5:55 left. The Muskies. The two local fr o s h
Cincinnati is among the nation'•
AAU cagers never trailed after squads collide Thursday night at leaders in rebounding and defense.
that.
the Gardens.
UC is one of the few teams in the
Thomas' 36th and 37th points
UC has lost two starters during country that can have a honible
came on a twenty-foot jump shot the course of the 1961-62 cam- shooting night (both from the field
twenty-seconds before the final paign·. Ron Krick, 6-8 center, was
d
th f 1 l' ) nd tiH
e ou me a
s
buzzer. The basket narrowed sidelined with a shoulder injury an 1rom
and Ed Franklin was ruled schol-1 win. the gam~ by means of suBud's lead to 84-82.
astically ineligible.
perJOr defensive play.
Virgil Thompson hit a pair of
charity tosses in the · last fifteen
seconds to seal the verdict.

T.Pts.
25
12
37

•

: \' :' ••

Thomas Ties Freshman Scoring Record;
Frosh Five Meets-Beark-i"Uens At Gardens

FTM
5
2
7

4
11

i'

Ivy League
Bis•_ leorlDI' 8 te ye

TllOIDM

(above) Deeds 15 points ID tbe
remabalns four sames to • ' Ml
all-time 11euon 110hlt m•rk. Don
&•ber•'• users f•ee Cbaelautl
•• Marela 1, travel to Mt.ml •
...rell I . . . ntllra . . . . te uWe
. . ....Ille •

llanll I.

la it ever Ivy! Wb)f, Coke ii the mOI&
eorreet beveraae ·1ou ean pollibly
order on eampua. .J111t look around you.
What are the eollep 10Cial leaclen
1oin1 for? Coea-Colal So take a leaf
out of their Ivy Leap book and do the
1UDel Enjoy the 1ood tute of Cokel

-

BE REALLY REFRESHEI

fitilell Uftder ~of 1'e Coca-Cola Conlpany br
'JM COCA·COLA IOTTLING WOIKS COMPANY

-

-
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Letters To The Editor

to a recent issue of their student
news publication (November 22,
1961), their student council voted
(Continued from Page 3)
it oat. Perhaps NSA files cannot
"'hich prevailed in an eal'lier se- for; rather it is something of keep up with the colleges who
ries sponsored at Xavier. This is which to be proud. The radical have dropped out.
a definite step in the right dh'ec- political resolutions (See NAI would like to congratulate the
TIONAL STUDEN1.' NEWS) of NEWS on its new feature entitled
tion.
NSA do not represent the view- "Conservative Corner." You have
The speakers ::i pp car e.d well
point of the American student, as shown a degree of fair mindedinformed on their subjects and
NSA claims. This opposition also
their addressc:; were most infor- stems from the lack of moral prin- ness in this instance of which I
mative in clarifying the gcnel'al ciples in these ultra-radical pro- did not think you were capable.
Michael J. Ryan, '64
tone of Pope John's encyclical nouncements. Where do the edi"Mater ct Magi>;lra."
tors of the NEWS stand on this
It was to be noted thal the Pope, matter?
nowhere in his encyclical, conYou also make the allegation
demns Communism in ils totality.
that evidence was not presented
The Pope rather praises and ap- supporting this chal·ge of preproves of those items which arc occupation with leftist political Dear Sir:
.
in conjunction with Catholic docac~ivity, Actually, the ~ollowing I Mr. Heiselmann stat cs that
trine and teaching. Condemnation
evidence was made avmlnble to those who do not accept .his false
is a\legated only to those dictates
the committee which consisted of analogy "are blind." As usual
of Communism which, by their
both liberals and a conservative: the catholic c h u r c h disagrees
very nature, wm. inevitably, harm
1) It has been shown in the con- with Mr. Heiselmann's views. I
the individual. One must rememgressional record (Page 12517, daresay the Church uses rather
ber that it is the person that is
July 14, 1958): "that th~ adult strong means to discourage marall important and not the· group leaders, speakers, and advisors of ital separation
or the state.
the USNSA represent a high de'
Despite the impressive name
If the future symposia arc com- grec of the left-wing and proparable in qu::ility to the first 0£ Communist infiltration of the or- d r o PP in a of conservatives-forthe series, it bctlCloves all who are ganization"; 2) The political res- Tshombe, there are some qualified
capable to avail themselves of the olutions passed by this organiza- men (e.g. President Kennedy)
opportunity to assimilate some tion which speak tor themselves. who believe the UN mission to
positive ideas on how the indi- Instead the committee chose to
vidual is to combat our present
play down the political aspects
social and econo~ic problems.
from which NSA receives the
Gerald E. Bl·and, '63.
greatest amount of publicity. After
all, they do help you with your
proms. The excellent Junior Prom
last weekend is positive proof of
what Xav.ier students arc capable
of accomplishing without paying
Dear Sir:
the price of being associated with
It seems that the editot·s oC the ultra-radicals. Brother, talk about
NEWS arc trying
pitt the "con- burying your head in the sand!

• • •

Writer Fails
To See Analogy

the Congo is important. It Is Interesting to note that one of Mr.
Heiselmann's "very prominent authors" (John Dos Passos) was an
active supporter of the Communi~ts in another civil war (Spain).
This is an excellent illustration
of the slim dividing line between
extreme left and the extreme
right.
As for Richard Nixon's statement that the central Congolese
g o v e r n m e n t "is infiltrated by
Communists," how does he explain the recent arrest of comrade
Gizenga by the central government?
Since the big-money interests
have quite a stake in the Tshombe
government, it is not too surprising that the conse1·vatives are
backing it. After all, pictures of
Washington and Jefferson on green
paper are more important than
"those cannibal nigger tribes."
I am ·also very happy to see
Senator Eastland interested in Negroes oulalde Mississippi.
Yes, Jim," we have advocated
the principle ot self-determination. I recall another civil war in
which brother fought brother to

assert the principle, "United we
stand, divided we fall." Perhaps
one hundred years ago in the U. S. ·
is not conservative enough for you.
Gary Deane, '63.

•

• •
Student Quotes
Bishop O'Gara
Dear Sir:
Although .the following quotation sounds as if it were lifted
from one of Corporal Bob Otto's
more recent letters, it is, in fact,
part of a sermon delivered by the
Most Rev. Cuthbert O'Gara, C.P.,
exiled Bishop of Yuanling, China.
Bishop O'Gara was speaking at a
Solemn Pontifical Mass in Philadelphia in 1956. (See Brooklp
Tablet, October 20, 1956)
"Our pseudo-liberalism and our
indifference to the persecution of
the Church abroad are very sure
marks of Communist 'conditioning' in this country.
·
"It has muddied the well-springs
of thought even in our Catholic
classrooms. It is reflected in print,
in periodicals widely· read b7
Catholics and enjoying an other•
(Coatinaed •• Pace 7>

• • •

c:ouservative
Label

to

servative" label on those who da1·e
oppose Xavier's admittance to the
Na tional Student Association because of its political tone. This
position, by your description conservalive, is not something t.hat
needs to be hidden or apoligized

You were right .in pointing out
that we should follow the example of other Catholic univeri;ities. Especially Fordham. Contrnry to your statement, and the
records of NSA, Fordham is not
enrolled in the NSA. According

8 What's your
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Letters To
The Editor
(Continued from ••se I)
wise fine reputation for the defense of Catholic principles.
"In these may be seen the same
kind of fuzzy thinking, the same
kind of arrogance, smugness and
intellectual pride, the same lack
of logic and absence of understanding of Jhe principles of Catholic philosophy I saw revealing
itself in China before the Faith
was betrayed to atheistic Communists.
"It is unbelievable that there
are American Catholics who display annoyance, even anger, that
Communist persecution should be
mentioned to disturb their peace.
This 'peace' may be the calm before the storm •• , _1
"When I stepped out of my prison cell to freedom .•. I expected
to discover Catholic organizations,
Catholic schools-our Ca th o l i c
universities and colleges especially-all aroused to do battle for
those who were suffering persecution for justice sake.
"Instead, I experienced an appalling indifference to, and even
ignorance of, the desperate fight
going on •• ,
."Unless you battle Communism
here on the home front with all
your might and main-intellectual
and spiritual-you will never live
or be free to fight it elsewhere."
Assuredly, while a present trend
among many Catholics (the upsurge of extreme interest shown
in the message contained· in the
recent papal encyclical) is a very
heartening sign, I still think it
wise for us not to begi.n patting
ourselves on our backs and assuring each other that .we are as
perfectly concerned about the
state of the present of. world as
we could ·possibly be-not yet, at
least!

Masquers To Present
''The Cherry Orchard''

ing role of Madame Ranevskaya,
a Russian landowner who rctu1·ns
to her estate fl'om residence in
France to face deterioration of
her family fol'tunes. Others in the
cast and thcfr i·oles arc: Carol
Tepper, Anya; Mary Maloney,

Jim Newell, Yasha, and Marianne Moeddel, Danyasha, have leadiDI'
roles In "Tiie Cherrr Orchard" which Is to be •resented March 9, 10,
11, 16, 17, and 18.

Vary a; RobNt Theis, Gaev; EmCl'<in Way, Lopakhin; Tom Brinson, Trofimov; Fr e cl Walters,
Pischin; Marlene Reynolds, Charlott<i; Jerry Bamman, Epikhoclov;
Marianne Moe cl de I, Dunyasha;
Tom . Connley, Fiers; <incl Jim
Newell, Yasha.

ERASE WITHOUT A TRACE·
ON EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND

Casting has been completed for en March 9, 10, 11, 16, 17 and 18
the Xavier University Masque in the South Hall Theater on
Society production of Chekhov's campus.
"The Cherry Orchard" to be givDianne Danzi has won the lead-

Typing errors never show on Corrasable. The special sur·
face of this paper makes it possible to erase without a
trace-with just an ordinary pencil eraser. Results: clean·
looking, perfectly typed papers. Next time you sit down
at the keyboard, make no mistake-type on Corrasable!
Your choice of Corrasable in (
light, mediwn, heavy weights and
Onion Skin. In handy 100eheet packets and soo.sheet
boxes. Only F.aton makes
. Corriisable.

SUMMER JOBS
•

Pace Senn

EUROPE

.A Berkshire Typewrite~ Paper

WRITE TO: AMERICAN STUDENT INFORMATION SERVICE,
22 Ave. De u Liberte • Crand Duchy of Luxembourg

li:A'fON PAPl:a CORl'ORATION

(E':' PITTS•IBLDo MASS.

····•··

For ':Bishop· O'Gara spoke the
above words only five s}}ort years
ago.
James J. Heiselmann, '64

Interested In
Social Work?
What are you going to do after
you gi·aduate? Did you ever think
of social work? It's an up and
coming field and the advancement is especially good foe nien,
'i;ince women leave their profession when once married. The pay
is surprisingly high. It's. a iOO<I
$1,000 higher than that of a school
teacher and in ten years it's usually $10,oOO or. better.
There are many fields to choose
from whether it. be a probation
«)fficer in the .juvenile cour.ts, a
caseworker for a welfare agency,
program director for a youth
organization, or a group worker
jn the slums of the city.

a

Anyone interested in such work
js invited to a· smoker ·for men
only this sµnday, Feb. 2&, at 2:00
at the Community Chest Buildmg located at 2400 Reading Rd.
Hel'e · you'll get a chance to meet
and· talk with some 30 male social
wor-kers throughout the Cincinnati area. All Xavier students,
along ·with those for U. C., Villa
Madonna, Miami, and U. of Kentucky are invited. Take advanta11e
of opportunity this Sunday at 2:00
at the Comunily Chest Building~

ABE BAUMRING
PHARMACY
Siii lfoatceaerr ••·

"Tareyton's Dual Filter in ciuas partes divisa estli'
says veteran coach Romulus (Uncle) Remue. "We have a
saying over at the Coliseum-'Tareyton separates the gladi~
tors from the gladioli'. It's a real magnus smoke. Take it
from me, Tareyton delivers de gustibus-and the Dual Filter
does itl"

F:,.~·····.'~.;,.~~;;~V\'""1
H

,,

t~t4.~21SC;;;.

,,L

.

..•.. '::.;,·,;.{.]

Between Chico's and the !Jhirt Laundry

DUAL FILTER

DAMCDIG
EVERY SUNDAY NICHT
ST. BERNARD EACLES HALL
4115 TOWIR AVI.
ST. IHNAID
AV 1-9415
llUSIO KY GEORGE KASl'E&

Tareyton

rroJrld tJ $t: .,r/,,11w4in J;t:,_e,'¥""~-"$~ii c_~r miJJlt Mflt'I•
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Paire Bl1ht

Conservative Help Celebrate Pencil Week!
Corner

The Bookstore is having a con-1 the slot·e and writing your name
test in conjunction with the 1962 and address and estimate on a
(Continued from Page 2)
Pencil Week, Febrnary 26. One of. slip of paper provided by the
the display cases in the hall will · Bookstot·c on a table under the
•nee, I shall join other people in have pencils in it. The contest is· window. No purchase is necessary.
1
some charitable undertaking-for simply to guess how many pencils
The student coming the nearest
ht
.
ti d.
are
in
the
window
by
coming
in
to
'the correct number without
.
examp Ie, I m1g give to le 10ee~an welfare services, or to some
Catholic foreign mission, or to a
university, or to any one of a
hundred other organizations and
1er\'ices.

I

going over the number, will be
given a free Parker Jotter Ball
Point Pen. In case of a. tie, a runoff contest will be held to determine the winner. This contest
is limited to bonafide day, evening, and graduate students oC
Xavier University, with each student being limited to one guess.
Employees of the University are

I
•

However, I am skeptical of such
an answer. There are many reasons. not the least of which is simply that such "charity" simply is
not the function of government.
But besides many "pt·actical" and
"technical" arguments, the following must be considered:

Besides, charity, like me1·cy, is
twice blessed-it blesses both him
who gives and him who receives.
The donor lays up potential treasure in heaven, comes to realize
the goodness of giving, receives
added incentive both to increase
his resources and to practice further charity in the future; the recipient is · often inspired by the
assistance and succeeds in bettering his condition .. On the other
h a n d , a government-regulated
system such as we have today is
not charity, but coercion; it does
not increase initiative, spiritual
benefits, or recognition of personal
rc~ponsibility, but rathet· diminishes them.
So the modem, moral, modera tc Conservative is not anti-society, or anti-welfare, 01· antieharity; he is simply anti-government-in the best sense of the
term.

QUEEI CITY
CATHOLIC MIXER
FEBRUARY 25

FENWICK
CLUB
8:30-12:00
Admission $1.00

PATRONIZE
OUR
ADVERTISERS

*
SPR.IJE

It is at this point tliat many
Liberals break in and say, "But
what about those who just won't
help as they should'{". And the
solution that they almost lnevitabb' propose is that the govemmcnl take over, forcing the more
recalictrant people to do their
share.

First of all, charity is a duty
I 011·c' to my God and to my less.
fortunate neighbor. I do not owe
it to my government, nor does my
govurnment owe it to my neighbor. And so, if I am not charitable,
I nm definitely wrong; but it is
not government's position to try
t<> amend the affair.

not eligible to enter the eonteat.
The contest will last from l'ebruary 26 until Much 3 with the
winner being announced on Moaday, March S.
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SWEEPSTAKES FOR OHIO COLLEGES ONLY

PACKOlllOX
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SPARE WINNER!
ERNEST F. DuBRUL
XAVIER UNIVERSITY

-------~---

-~ ------~-·

-·····

EDGAR J. CUMMINS
ANTIOCH COLI.EGii

I

I
I
I

-),~~!

I

I
I
I

-------------------,-----------------~-I

SPRITE WINNER!

I

SPADE WINNER!

MARVIN A. GOLDBERG

JOHN C. MARCECA

OHIO UNIVERSITY

KENT STATE UNIVERSITY

1969 TR3 ·Conv.
Spa White; Private Owner, Kl
1-2542 after 6:30, Sa&. & Sun.
Anytime. Prieed Reasonable.

New England
Hat
Manufacturing
Company
118 East Sixth Street

4 MORE SPRITES TO GO!

Cincinnati, Ohio

SPRING SWEEPSTAKES NOW UNDERWAY••• ENTER NOWI
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